Video Stabilization is one of the most important tasks in video surveillance on boarded of airship platforms. Facing the new problems that airship platforms usually have strong low-frequency vibration caused by wind and low-frequency wobble in video streams could not be effectively reduced by those method designed for casual handhold devices, a new video stabilization method for airship surveillance is proposed. In this method, camera path estimation is carried out by a modified method using GPS and attitude data of the key frames, and a new camera path planning method is given under 3 generalized conditions of airship's motion properties. Quantitative experimental results of some real airship video streams show that, our method can effectively reduce the low-frequency wobble and produce more stable video streams.
Introduction
Airships are more and more widely used in both civilian and military fields, and video surveillance is one of the most useful applications of airships which generated much interest in video stabilization for the fact that airships are strongly wiggled by wind.
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Generally, as one of the post-processes of digital videos, video stabilization includes three main steps: 1) camera motion estimation; 2) smooth camera path planning; 3) applying per-frame warps to produce stabilized video frames.
For the first step, current approaches employ 2D-transformations (affine or projective transformation) which can't recover camera's real 3D trajectory [1] , or use Structure form Motion to estimate camera's path [2, 3] which is much more complex and need 3D reconstruction. For the second step, linear motion smoothing model [1] , polynomial approximation [4] and spline fitting model [2] has been applied in 2D path smoothing model. As for the last step, motion-inpainting [1] and fixed aspect ratio crop window [4] are widely applied.
But most video stabilization methods only dampen high-frequency jitter which is always caused by motor vibration, and can't be used to remove the low-frequency swing of the video frames caused by wind and the inertia of large airship platforms. To overcome this problem and produce a stable video, a new stabilization method for airship platforms is proposed in this paper, which can make full use of the data from the airships' GPS and attitude sensor.
Camera Path Estimation
In this section, we introduce perspective projection transformation estimation and the notation of inter-frame motion estimation of airship's camera mainly given in [5, 6] . 
Perspective Transformation
distance between camera and the plane P in camera frame of frame 1. More detail process is introduced in [5, 6] .
It turns out that
, and the middle singular value of the matrix A is equal to 1. We are able to recover the motion parameters ( , ( , , )) p θ φ ψ between two frames and structure parameters ( , ) n d in the second frame using SVD analysis of matrix A [5] . Camera Path Estimation and Accumulated Error Suppression. The accumulated error of path estimation will cause wobble and jitter in stabilized video. Here in this paper, a modified method to get more precise path estimation result and suppress accumulated error using data from GPS and attitude sensor is proposed.
denote the path parameters of camera in key frame 0 and key frame 1. So we can recover the path data of frame t from two key frames. Let 
as shown is Fig. 2 . For each segment between two key frames, we apply the algorithm above to have a more precise path estimation result.
Camera Path Planning
Considering airship's motion property and the need of video surveillance, our goal is to seek a smooth path satisfies several objectives: 1) the smooth path should be near the original path, so the FOV of the stabilized video remains as large as possible; 2) the smooth path should be smooth enough, most airship's target path is piecewise linear; 3) the smoothed orientation of airship should remain no roll and pitch. Considering the 3 conditions above, a new path planning method is proposed in this paper.
Orientation Planning. Considering the need of video surveillance, airship's camera should have no pitch and roll in order to have good video quality. So in our smooth path, pitch (around x-axis) and roll (around y-axis) remain 0. As yaw (around z-axis) result in image rotation in video, our goal is reducing both high-frequency jitter and low-frequency swing. Our method is related to L1 trend Frame number yaw/degree filtering [7] , which minimize the second derivate in L1 norm, therefore result in a series of linear angles. The objective minimizing function is:
where ' ( ) t φ is the smoothed result of ( ) t φ , n is the input path length and λ is a nonnegative parameter used to control the trade-off between smoothness and size of the residual. L1 trend filtering is well studied and introduced in [7] . Fig. 3 shows a result of angle path planning of a series of yaw with 500 frames and 4 different λ ,where the blue data denotes the original data of yaw path and the red data denotes the path planning result. As λ increases, the output sequence consists of fewer linear pieces and the residual grows. To balance the linearity of path planning and its residual error, we set 2000 λ = in the rest of this paper.
Position Planning. We disambiguate the motion estimation result of ( , ) p d
using prior GPS and attitude data of key frames. We apply the same method to position series with yaw series. Let 
Video Retargeting
The last step is retargeting video frames with the estimated new camera position and orientation given in the previous section. So clearly the new frame in stabilized video could be rendered by projection model with camera motion
The method of using motion to produce perspective transformation matrix ( ) L A t for frame t is well learned. We apply this model to our task and apply a fixed aspect ratio of 0.9 crop window to the new frames whose FOV is reduced.
Results and Evaluation
We evaluate our method on a set of videos taken by Cannon 5DMarkII on airship platform with the resolution of 576*720. The results from these videos show that our method can effectively reduce both high-frequency jitter and low-frequency wobble of the videos. Considering the evaluation of stabilized video, two quantitative indexes are given in this paper: FOV loss and video smoothness which are represented by two penalty term that are the smaller the better:
where , a b are the scale factor between position and orientation terms. In this 
Conclusion
In this paper, a new video stabilization method combined with camera path reconstruction and path planning using L1 trend filter is proposed. This method works as post-process and can effectively stabilize video streams for airship surveillance by dampening both low-frequency wobble and high-frequency jitter.
Comparing with traditional linear path planning method, our method performs better regarding to stabilized video's FOV loss and smoothness indexes.
